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Complete Analysis Solution 
 
After you have collected your Argus eye tracking data, 
the next question is how quickly and effectively can this 
data be analyzed to provide you with comprehensive 
answers to your research questions. 
 
By utilizing over 40 years of cumulative eye tracking 
experience and listening to researchers we have 
developed ETAnalysis software as your comprehensive, 
Powerful and Complete analysis solution.  Whether your 
data is captured while your participant is moving freely 
or looking at static or moving objects on a display, Argus 
Science ETAnalysis streamlines your data analysis. 
 

Intuitive Data Analysis 
 
ETAnalysis eye tracking data analysis software is 
designed to be easy to use and flexible to meet your 
unique research needs.  Your data is encapsulated into 
an intuitive project-based configuration which allows 
multiple users to view and collaborate.  ETAnalysis 
quickly provides a video with superimposed gaze cursor 
and scan path for fast distribution to colleagues. 
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Use with Static Images or Video 
 
At any time, a single frame or video clip may be captured 
for presentations…from static backgrounds, recorded 
backgrounds or original stimulus videos.  ETAnalysis 
provides and immediate graphical display of visual 
activity and attention in the form of Heat Maps, Gaze 
Trails and Fixation Trails overlaid on Static Images or 
Video Stimuli. 
 

 
Tables, such as the fixation table shown above, can be 
exported to Excel or ASCII to further examine the data 
 
Drill Down your data with the ETAnalysis intuitive project 
based format and reduce your data to a series of 
fixations …all fixations are presented in time, sequence 
duration, time between fixations and distance between 
fixations.  Assigning AOI’s to your image or video 
background allows for 
Fixation Sequence and 
Dwell file creation. 
 
ETAnalysis quickly 
outputs statistics for a 
single participant or a 
large group. It has 
many useful tools to 
examine and visualize 
raw data, associate scene images/videos with related 
data events and define AOI’s with either static or moving 
assignments.  These built-in tools make it simple to 
arrange the statistics in user-definable charts and create 
compelling graphical representations of your data.  
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 Fast and Convenient Tools 

 

 

With one mouse click, statistical fixation 
data is available via an informative graphic 
display 

 
Time to First Fixation Areas Of Interest (AOI) Bar Plot Center Penguin Body  

 Center Penguin Head 
Left Penguin Body 

Bar Plots Include: Left Penguin Head 
 Total amount of time in each AOI Right Penguin Body 

Right Penguin Head  Percent of time in each AOI 
  Number of fixations in each AOI 

 Average Fixation Duration Video Output with HeatMap, GazeTrail and AOI Time Plot 
  Total Fixation Time 

 Time to First Fixation Additional ETAnalysis Modules 
 Average Pupil Diameter by AOI 

Contact Argus Science to learn more about additional 
ETAnalysis modules: SceneMap and StimTrac. 

 

Easily Integrate your Presentation 
Software 

 

   

 
ETAnalysis is compatible with leading presentation 
software to conveniently automate entering and 
searching events.  This allows for seamless timing 
synchronization between the eye tracker data and the 
stimulus data. 
 

Synchronize with other devices   ETAnalysis SceneMap    ETAnalysis StimTrac 
  
Output data from other devices is easily synchronized to 
your ETAnalysis output Data.  This allows the 
investigator to easily parse data as well as add post 
session event markers 

 
Contact Argus Science today to start your 
analysis! 
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